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General overview
An Extra is an automatically registered add-on to BFM which performs some occasional

or specialist function.  These are stand-alone programs.

Installing an extra program

• Create a sub-directory of ...\bfm\extra...\bfm\extra...\bfm\extra...\bfm\extra  

• Into this sub-directory put

• a .conf.conf.conf.conf configuration file (see below)

• the extra program and any other bits

The names of directories and files don't have to match but it will probably be best to

keep them all the same.

Run-time Initialisation

One of the initialisation tasks when BFM is run is to look for all *.conf*.conf*.conf*.conf files in sub-

directories of ...BFM\extra\...BFM\extra\...BFM\extra\...BFM\extra\  These are parsed to create sub-items of the Extra menu.

Run-time operation

When an extra menu item is selected the previously loaded configuration is read and

some basic checking done to make sure the program being referenced exists.  If the

value of selected is 1 or 2 a text file of filenames currently selected is created as

...\BFM\selected.tmp...\BFM\selected.tmp...\BFM\selected.tmp...\BFM\selected.tmp.  One file per line with CRLF endings.  

Now, depending on the Modal setting the extra program is called by ShellExecute (non

modal) or CreateProcess (modal).  No data is returned to BFM.

Extra configuration file
Extra configuration files are simple plain text files

• Live in specific directory

• Preferably have same name + .conf as directory

eg c:\bfm\extras\foo\foo.confc:\bfm\extras\foo\foo.confc:\bfm\extras\foo\foo.confc:\bfm\extras\foo\foo.conf

Each line is of the form <key>=<value>

• No spaces either side of "="

Caption Caption Caption Caption required

String to appear on the extras menu

• Max length 30 characters

Hint Hint Hint Hint required

String to adorn the extras menu item.

(Not currently used)



Action Action Action Action required

String being a full file name for the executable  eg c:\bfm\extras\foo\foo.exe

• $APPDIR will be substituted with dir in which BFM is running  (eg

$APPDIR\extras\foo\foo.exe)

• There must be no arguments.

• BFM checks for the existence of this file

Arguments Arguments Arguments Arguments optional

String

(At the moment there are no substitutions here.)

Modal Modal Modal Modal optional - default:TRUE

"TRUE" or "FALSE"

Selected Selected Selected Selected optional - default:2

0 ... Ignore selection

1 ... Requires at least 1 selected.  Only accept 1/first

2 ...Requires at least 1 selected.  Process all

• The selected list of fully qualified file names will be a text file, one per line with

CRLF line endings called selected.tmp in the same directory as BFM.  So normally

this would be accessed as the grandparent directory of the extra program's app.



Sample code
This Delphi pascal code shows how to find BFM's home directory and read the

selected.tmp list.  (sellist is a TStringlist object that knows how to read a bunch of CRLF

lines in one go into a list of strings.)

procedure TFRoMain.FormActivate(Sender: TObject);
{ Everything happens here
  - Find selected.tmp in ..\..\
  - Process line by line, possibly clearing r/o flag
  - close
}

var
  p,s,f : string;
  sellist:tstringlist;
  i : integer;
  SearchRec : TsearchRec;
begin
  p := extractfilepath(application.exename);    // ...\bfm\extra\clearreadonly
  p := extractfilepath(copy(p,1,length(p)-1));  // ...\bfm\extra
  p := extractfilepath(copy(p,1,length(p)-1));  // ...\bfm
  sellist := tstringlist.create;
  mInfo.lines.clear;                            // progress display Tmemo
  TRY
    try
      sellist.loadfromfile(p+'selected.tmp');   // load all the selected files in one go
      for i := 0 to sellist.count-1 do begin    // one line per file
        f := sellist.strings[i];                // full file name including path
        s := extractfilename(f);                // just the name
        if findfirst(f,faReadOnly,SearchRec) = 0 then begin         // find file
          if SearchRec.attr and faReadOnly = faReadonly then begin  // is it r/o
            fileSetAttr(f,searchrec.attr and (not faReadOnly));     // remove flag
            s := 'CLEARED:'+s;     // progress report
          end else begin
            s := 'Ignored:'+s;     // not set in 1st place
          end;
        end;
        findclose(SearchRec);      // free resource
        mInfo.lines.add(s);        // add to the in-progress list
        application.processmessages;
        if minfo.lines.count > 1000 then minfo.clear;  // crude safety valve
      end;
    except
      ;
    end;
  FINALLY
    sellist.free;  // free object
  END;
  close;           // quit immediately
end;


